
DMPC STUDIOS presents: 
A 5-star rated extravaganza, 
winner of the 1997 Sundance 
and Cannes Film Festivals: 

 
“When She Cisplattined Dumin” 

• He was a summer-intern,… she, a fair-maiden of the 
renal-ridden, overtly-oppressed lab.  He thought he 
could influence the masses (of rodents) with his 
hind-splay mastery… until she unleashed her 
incredible powers of Centrifuge and Dimension.  
Never again would Building 400 remain the same.  
Never again will premeds spar with H.L.Yoh 
warriors.  Just when you thought acrylamide would 
suffice, a new-age heroine proves that cisplattin will 
deem a more potent demise… 

• “When She Cisplattined Dumin”…  

• Starring: four-time oscar nominee, Marigo “In your face” Stathis, 
Martha “hell on wheels” Hasbun-Manning, Rick “In The Rough” 
Diamond, Michael “the doctor is in” Dumin (as himself), Konata 
“Hole-In-One” George, and Dr. JoAnne “Say it ain’t so” Saye 

• HEAR WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING: 

• “This movie rocks”  - Rolling Stone 

• “Never before and never again will modern cinema showcase such brilliant 
performances.  Stathis redefines the collective ideologies behind such concepts as: 
‘Moxie’, ‘photogenic appeal’, and ‘Plantar Paw Skin’.  She steals the movie… she 
makes the audience question the realities of pharmaceutical patriotism”  - Time 
Magazine 

• “I believe the virtues of Vitamin C can overcome all antagonistic attitudes towards 
such a controversial film”  - Linus Pauling 

• “Beyond the castration scene, featuring Dumin, which we truly found the only 
unreasonable scene of the movie, our entire opinion can be summed up in one Latin 
derived, yet quite timely adjective:  SUPERB.”  - Siskel and Ebert 

• “Talk amongst yourselves… I’m feeling a little verklept, but I think Marigo melts on 
screen a little like BUTTA does in a frying-pan.”  - Anonymous 

“When She Cisplattined Dumin”… 
• Unrated (though subtitled in 5 languages and complete with plenty of nude 

scenes*) 

• Starts someday at a Theatre Near You 

                                                 
* The nude scenes featuring Michael Dumin were actually performed by a former Midway 
star, now popular body double 


